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Introduction. Throughout this paper we shall be concerned only with 
Lie algebras over the reals. 
E. CARTAN proved [1, 2] that any finite dimensional Lie algebra is 
the Lie algebra of a global Lie group. It is the purpose of this note to 
exhibit infinite dimensional Lie algebras for which this global converse 
of Lie's third fundamental theorem is no longer true. 
We consider only metric Lie algebras, i.e. Lie algebras for which the 
underlying vectorspace is a Banach space and such that JJ[x,y]JJ<AJJxJIJiyJI, 
where A is a constant depending on the Lie algebra. By taking a suitable 
multiple of the norm, A may be taken to be unity, or zero. 
BIRKHOFF [3] set up part of the classical Lie theory for such Lie 
algebras. In particular he showed that in any such Lie algebra any 
sufficiently small open symmetric neighbourhood V of the origin could 
be converted by the classical procedures of F. Schur and Campbell-
Hausdorff into a topological local group, thus establishing the local 
converse of Lie's third fundamental theorem. Such a local group V was 
called by him an "analytical group". We shall prefer to speak of an analytic 
local group. If an analytic local group V as an abstract local group (see 
[5] or [6]) is a local subgroup of an abstract group G= V"", then the 
topology in V induces a topology in G thus turning the latter into a 
topological group (remark due to MAYER & THoMAS and SMITH; see 
BmKHOFF loc.cit. footnote p. 67). G with this topology will be called 
an analytic group; L will be called the Lie algebra of G and we say that 
L is enlargible (to the analytic group G). In keeping with this, Lis said 
to be non-enlargible if none of the local groups constructed from a neigh-
bourhood of the origin by the Schur-Campbell-Hausdorff procedure is 
a local subgroup of an abstract group. 
The obstruction to enlarging a Lie algebra had been foreseen by 
CARTAN [2] and later more explicitly by P. A. SMITH [4, 5]. The method 
of construction of non-enlargible Lie algebras is a simple consequence 
of their analysis. In view of the somewhat complex appearance of .the 
subsequent sections it may perhaps be appropriate to explain here the 
simple idea of the construction. 
Let L be the Lie algebra of an analytic group G, which of course may 
(and will) be assumed to be simply connected. Let 2: 0-+R-+M -+L-+0 
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be a central extension of L by the field of reals R considered as a !-
dimensional Lie algebra. £ can be described by a 2-cocycle 7: on L in 
the sense of the Lie algebra cghomology theory. 
7: determines on G a left invariant closed differential form, which we 
continue to denote by 7:. Cartan proved essentially [2] that £is enlargible 
to a group extension of analytic groups 0 --+ R --+ H --+ G --+ l, where M 
is the Lie algebra of H, and where R denotes the additive group of reals, 
if and only if 7: is an exact form, or what amounts to the same, if all the 
periods of 7: vanish. 
In general let Per(T) denote the set of all periods of 1:; it is an additive 
subgroup of the reals. Now suppose that Per(T) # (0) and that it is 
discrete in R. Then the Lie algebra extension £ can still be enlarged to 
a group extension of G by R modulo Per(T}, i.e. to an extension 
0--+ RfPer (7:)--+ H'--+ G--+ l, M =Lie algebra of H'. 
However, if Per(T) happens to be a dense subgroup of R, then £ can 
no longer be enlarged to an extension within the category of analytic 
groups such that the Lie algebra functor applied to the global extension 
would yield £. In that case M is a non-enlargible Lie algebra. The con-
struction of non-enlargible Lie algebras amounts to finding central 
extensions with a dense Per(T). 
In the matter of analytic local groups we take BIRKHOFF's paper [3] 
as our standard reference, although at present several papers in the 
field exist. Making no claims for completeness we mention: E. :j3. DYNKIN, 
"Normirovannye algebry Lie i analiticeskie gruppy", Uspehi Mat. Nauk, 
5, p. 134-186, 1950; D. LAUGWITZ: "Ueber unendliche kontinuierliche 
Gruppen I", Math. Ann. 130 (1955}, 337-350, II S. B. Bayr. Akad. d. 
Wiss. Math.-Nat. Kl. 1956, 261-286; A. D. MICHAL, "Differentiable 
infinite continuous groups in abstract spaces", Revista C. Lima 50 (1948) 
131-140, B. MAISSEN, "Lie Gruppen mit Banachraume als Parameter-
raume", Acta Math. 108 (1960) 229-270. 
In the first sections we had to use notions and results from [6]. 
l. Enlarging abstract local extensions. Let G be a locally contractible 
connected and simply connected topological group. Let ~ denote the 
family of open local subgroups in G. 
Let V E ~ and let £ : l --+ N C U --+ V --+ l be a local extension over 
Vas an abstract local group ([6] p. 392, 394}, N being a normal subgroup 
of U. 
We say that £ is enlargible from ~ if there is some WE~' W C V 
such that the part of £ over W is part of a global extension ! : l --+ N C 
C H--+ G--+ l ([6], p. 394). 
To simplify the ensuing discussion a little we shall assume now 
throughout that N is central in U. Then a sufficient condition for £ to 
be enlargible from ~ is that the second singular cohomology group 
H'fop(G, N) of G with values in N vanishes ([6] Th. 7.1). 
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In general the local extension 2 determines an equivariant N-valued 
2-cohomology class {F2} E H~q(Fv, N) on the complex Fv of V-simplices 
([6 ], § 5). 
For any WE~ and any abelian group 0 we have considered before 
([6], pp. 396, 406) the complexes E(Fw, 0) and F(Fw, 0) of equivariant 
and ordinary cochains, and the relative co chain complexes E ( r a mod Fw, 0), 
F(FamodFw,O) ;E(Fw,O)CF(Fw, O),E(FamodFw, O)CF(FamodFw, 0). 
For W' C W, W' E ~ we have natural restriction maps ew·w of the 
corresponding complexes, thus turning the complexes E and F into 
direct systems. The limit complexes are denoted by E(F'i8, 0), F(F'ilJ, 0), 
E(Fa mod F'ilJ, 0), F(Fa mod r'ilJ, 0). Their derived groups, which are also 
direct limits of the derived groups of the members of tlie system, will be 
written Heq(F'ilJ, 0), H(F'ilJ, 0), Heq(Fa mod F'i8, 0), H(Fa mod r'ilJ, 0). Since 
the equivariant complexes E are contained in the ordinary ones F we have 
associated homomorphisms 'Y) : Heq( ... )-+ H( ... ). Now H~q(Fv, N) maps 
naturally (by (!'i8v) into H~q(F'ilJ, N) and so {F2} maps into a class 
/'eq(2) E H~q(F'i8, N), which we call the equivariant Vietoris cohomology 
class of 2. 
Observe that if 2' is the part of 2 that lies over some WE~' W C V, 
then /'eq(2') =yeq(2). Applying 'Y) to yeq(2) we get y(2) =rJj'eq(2) EH2(F'ilJ, N) 
which will be called the ordinary Vietoris cohomology class of 2. Again 
y(2')=y(2). 
Proposition 1.1. 2 is enlargible from ~ if and only if the ordinary 
Vietoris cohomology class vanishes. 
Proof: 
The diagram 
H~q(Fa, N) !?'i8G H;q(F'ilJ, N) ~ H!q(Fa mod F'ilJ, N)-+ H!q(Fa, N) 
t'YJ trJ t'YJ trJ 
H2(Fa, N) !?'ifJG H2(F'ilJ, N) ~ H3(Fa mod F'i8, N) -+ H3(Fa, N) 
is commutative and has exact rows. Further H2(Fa, N)=H3(Fa, N)=O 
since r a is a cone with any element of G as vertex. Hence 
~* H2(F'i8, N)---?- H3(Fa mod F'ilJ, N) 
is an isomorphism. 
Since G is simply connected we find by [6] p. 408, p. 410 (*), that 
1) ~*-1 
n:q(Fa mod F'i8, N)---'--"" H3(Fa mod r'ilJ, N)----+ H2(F'i8, N) 
is an isomorphism. 
"2 is enlargible from ~" means in cohomological terms that /'eq(2) E 
E (!'ilJGH;q(Fa, N) or that (by exactness) <5*yeq(2)=0. However, by the 
preceding remark <5*yeq(£) = 0 means that <5*-1rJ<5*yeq(2) = 0, or by com-
mutativity, that 'YJ/'eq(2) =y(2) = 0. 
2 Series A 
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Proposition 1.1. is the precise analogue of a proposition of E. CARTAN 
[2], p. 22. For a similar theorem see SMITH [5] theorem (50. 7). 
Now we try to answer the question: If y(2)~0, is it possible to factor 
N by a suitable subgroup S such that the quotient extension 2/S is 
enlargible from )8? 
Let 
2 : 0-+ N c u ___!E_-+ v-+ 1, 2' : 0-+ N' c U' L v-+ 1 
be extensions over V. A homomorphism cp: 2-+ 2' is a homomorphism 
cp : U -+ U' ([6] p. 393) such that 
u·~v 
tcfo II 
U'LV' 
is commutative. 
It follows immediately that cp(N) C N' and that Ker cp C N. 
Conversely is K C N is normal in U (which is automatically the case 
for any K C N if N is central) then we can factor 2 by K so as to obtain 
an extension 
2' : 0 -+ N' C U' -~ V -+ 1 
with N'=NfK, U'=UfK and a natural homomorphism cp: 2-+2'. 
Now assume that both 2 and 2' are central extensions. Since cp(N) C N', 
cp induces a natural homomorphism cp* : H(F'il.t> N) -+ H(Ff8, N'). From 
the definitions it follows immediately that cp*y(2) = y(2'). 
Further by [6], p. 410 (*), H(Ff8, N) identifies naturally with the 
singular cohomology of G for any coefficientgroup. Therefore y(2) identifies 
naturally with a singular cohomology class E Hrop(G, N). Any y E H~P(G,N) 
induces a homomorphism y * of the second singular homology group 
H 2(G) (integer coefficients) into N. The image y*(H2(G)) C N will be 
called the period group Per (y) of y; to abbreviate we shall write Per (2) 
for Per (y(2)). For a homomorphism cp: N-+ N', cp Per (y)=Per cp*(y), 
or cp Per (2) =Per (2'). Finally since G is simply connected, we may infer, 
e.g. by the universal coefficient theorem, that y=O if and only if y* =0. 
We collect these observations in 
Proposition 1. 2. Let 2 and 2' be central extensions over V and 
cp : 2-+ 2' a homomorphism. Then 2' is enlargible from )8 if and only if 
Per (2) C Ker cp. 
Finally let 2 be a central extension, and 2' an arbitrary extension, 
cp : 2 -+ 2' a homomorphism. By inserting the quotient extension 
2" = 2/Ker cp, which is also central, cp factorizes into 
2~2"~2' 
where cpo 1s surjective and cp1 injective. If 2' is enlargible then auto-
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matically ~" is enlargible. Henc.e the 
Corollary 1.2. Let £ L £' be a homomorphism, £ central, £' 
arbitrary. If £' is enlargible, then Per(£) C Ker cp. 
Remarks. I. Under the assumptions on G an arbitrary local extension 
£:1-+NCU~V-+1 
determines a unique· yeq E H!z (FG mod rfB, O(N)) whose vanishing is 
necessary and sufficient for enlargibility from ~; O(N) = centre of N 
with operators from G derived from £([6] § 3). Again by [6], Yeq may be 
identified with a certain singular cohomology class of dimension two. 
And a proposition similar to I. I hold~. Proposition 1.2 holds also if extra 
conditions are put on cf>, e.g. surjectivity. 
· 2. Because of the strong connectivity assumptions on G, the results 
of this section could have been obtained in a way less dependent on [6] 
by the use of path groups. However, the given treatment remairis valid 
under much weaker connectivity assumptions. 
2. Rectangular local subgroups of U. We retain the notations and 
assumptions of § I. In particular we again assume that the extension 
£:0-+NCU~V-+1 
is central. 
A local group X is said to be enlargible if it is up to isomorphism a 
local subgroup of a group. 
A group H is said to be monodrome relative a local subgroup X if 
H = xoo and if any weak homomorphism of X into a group is the restriction 
of a homomorphism of H, which is then unique ([7]). In this definition 
"weak homomorphism" may be replaced by "monomorphism". 
If the local group X is enlargible, then X is also contained in a group 
H which is monodrome relative X ([7], [4]). 
Let X be a local subgroup of U and let 91(X) = Y. Y is a local subgroup 
of V and X ~ Y(C V C G) is a weak homomorphism. 
A map 1Jl : Y -+ X is said to be a. cross-section if (i) 9J1Jl = id, (ii) 1p(y) 
1p(y')EX, whenever yy'EY, (iii) 1Jl(y)-1=1Jl(y-1), 1Jl(l)=l. 
. A local subgroup XC U is said to be rectangular if (i) 91(X) = Y is open, 
i.e. Y E ~. (ii) there is a cross-section 1Jl : Y-+ X and a local subgroup 
Z C N such that X =1Jl(Y)Z, (iii) N is monodrome relative X il N =Z. 
Note that 1Jl(Y)Z=Z1Jl(Y) EX for any y E Y and z EZ. 
Proposition 2.1. Let (with the above notations) X= 1p(Y)Z be a 
rectangular local subgroup of U. Then, if X is enlargible, Z il Per(£)= (0). 
Before proceeding to prove this proposition we make a few remarks. 
First, since 91(X) is open, and since Per(£) does not change by cutting 
down £ to an. open local subgroup of V, we may assume that 91(X) = V. 
Next, assume that X is contained in a group H which we take to be 
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monodrome relative X. Then the weak homomorphism <p[X: X-+ V C G 
enlarges to a (unique) homomorphism H ;p-+ G. Put N' =kerip, U' =ip-l(V), 
ip[U'=<p'. X is a local subgroup of U'; <p'[X=<p[X; Z=XnN is also a 
local subgroup of N', and £': 1-+ N' C U' ~ V-+ 1 is an extension 
which by its very construction is enlargible. 
We have thus obtained the following commutative diagram 
£ :0-+NCU~V-+1 
~ ~ II 
Z C X rp~rp' V 
n n II 
£' : 1 -+ N' C U' ~ V-+ 1 
Now suppose that there is a homomorphism ~ : £-+ £' so that ~[X 
is just the inclusion map. Then, by corollary 1.2, Per (£) C Ker ~ C N. 
However since Z=X n N(C X) is mapped 1-1 by hypothesis, and 
0 E Z, it follows that Z n Per(£)= (0), and proposition 2.1 would be 
established. Hence there remains only to construct a homomorphism 
~ : £ -+ £' which on X is the inclusion. 
Construction: Let 1p : V-+ X be the cross section with X =1p(V)Z. 
Then 
(1) 
Any u E U admits a unique factorization u=n(u) 1p(v), with n(u) EN, 
V=<p(u). Obviously 
(2) 
Similarly any u' E U' admits a unique factorization u' =n'(u') 1p(v), 
n'(u') EN', v is necessarily=<p'(u'). 
Since N is monodrome relative Z, there is a unique homomorphism 
~ : N-+ N', with ~/Z =inclusion. Since N =Z"", also ~(N) =Z"". Since 
further any z and any 1p(v) commute, we notice that 
(3) any 1p(v) and any ~(n) commute. 
For u=n(u) 1p(v) E U, we define ~(u)=~(n(u)) 1p(v) E U'. Thus we 
find for x=z 1p(v) EX, that ~(x)=~(z1fJ(v))=~(z)'rp(v)=z1fJ(V)=x, i.e. ~[X 
is just the inclusion. 
Further <p'(~(u)) = <p'(~(n(u)) 1p(v)) = <p'1p(v) = <p(u}, i.e. the diagram 
u~v 
t~ II 
U'~V 
is commutative. 
From this diagram we find by the homomorphism properties of <p and 
<p' that ~(u1) ~(u2) is defined if and only if u1 u2 is defined. 
Finally ~(u1) ~(u2) = ~(n(u1) 1p(V1}) ~(n(u2) 1p(V2)) = ~(n(u1)) 1p(v1) ~(n(u2)} 
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m~ )~~~ tp(v2) = 'f'(n(u1)) 4>(n(u2)) tp(vl) tp(V2 = 'f'(n(u1u2)) tp(v1v2) = 4>(u1u2). Thus 
we have verified that 4> is a homomorphism 2--* 2'. 
3. Analytic local groups. We collect here mainly the material from [3] 
needed in the subsequent sections. f, F, G, /I, /2, ... will have the meaning, 
indicated below, in this section only. 
Let for any triple of non-commutative indeterminates u, v, w, f(u, v) 
be the formal Campbell-Hausdorff series, F(u, v, w) = f(f(u, v), w) and 
G(u, v, w) = f(u, f(v, w)); denote by ft, Ft, Gt respectively the parts of 
homogeneous degree i. So /I(u, v)=u+v, /2(u, v)=l[u, v], etc. 
For any abstract Lie algebra L we define for any pair of elements x, y 
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the semi formal series f(x, y) = ! /t(x, y) and for any triple x, y, z, 
oo i=loo 
F(x, y, z) = ! Ft(x,y,z}, G(x,y,z) = ! Gt(x,y,z), where ft(x,y), Fi(x,y,z}, 
i=l i=l 
Gt(x, y, z) denote the values taken in L by the ft, Ft, Gt under the sub-
stitution u--* x, v--* y, w--* z. The semi-formal series F(x, y, z) and 
G(x, y, z) are however identical. 
Let Z1, z2 be central elements in L. Then /I(x + z1, y + z2) = /I(x, y) + z1 + z2, 
/t(x+zl>y+z2) = ft(x,y}, i;;. 2. Hence we write j(x+z1>y+z2) = f(x,y) +z1 +z2. 
We suppose from now on that L is a metric Lie algebra. 
If the semi-formal series f(x, y), F(x, y, z) =G(x, y, z) converge, we shall 
denote their sums by the same symbol, and f(f(x, y), z) = F(x, y, z) = 
= f(x, f(y, z)). 
By a canonical local group V in L we mean a subset V C L with the 
following properties: (i) 0 E V, V =- V; (ii) f(x, y), F(x, y, z) converge 
for x, y, z E V; (iii) the product in V is defined by xy = f(x, y) if and 
only if x, y, f(x, y) E V. 
A canonical local group in Lis a local group in the sense of [6], x-1 being 
-x and l being 0. We shall write indiscriminately, -x, x-1, 0, l for 
inverse and unit respectively. 
From the preceding statements it follows that if V is a canonical local 
group, and W C V, 0 E W, W = - W, then W carries also a canonical local 
group structure, and in this capacity W is a local subgroup of V. 
Further, if Vis a canonical local group and N any central subalgebra 
of L, then U = V +N carries also a canonical local group structure. Notice 
also that for any u E U and zEN, uz=zu=u+z. 
There is a positive e such that the open ball Be of radius e around the 
origin is a canonical local group, and such that 1/ft (x, y)[[ < IXt, with 
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! !Xt < oo, x, y E Be. In fact if the norm in Lis such that 1/ [ x, y ][[ < IJxllllYII, 
i=l 
x, y E L, then e= l/240 will do. Let 0 be the centre of Land UQ=Be+O. 
By the previous remarks Ue is also a canonical local group and 1/ft(x,y)ll <IX£, 
i-;:;.2. This shows that the product xy in Ue behaves analytically. 
By an analytic local group on L we shall mean an open local subgroup 
of uf!. 
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If V is an analytic local group and N a central subalgebra, V + N is 
also an analytic local group. 
Further an analytic local group with its. ,metric topology constitutes 
a topological local group in the sense of [6]. 
Let ~ : M-+ L be a (continuous) 1) homomorphism o:f metric Lie 
algebras. Then the convergence of f(x, y) and F(x, y, z) implies the con-
vergence of f(fP(X), qJ(y)) and F(qJ(x), qJ(y), qJ(z)), moreover f(qJ(x), qJ(y)) = 
=fPf(x, y), F(qJ(x), qJ(y), qJ(z))=qJF(x, y, z). ' 
Hence, if W is a canonical local group in L, V = fP( W) carries a canonical 
local ·group structure. In general . W ~ V is only a w~a~ epimorphism 
([6]). However 
(*) if W =qJ-1(qJ(W)) then W ~ V =qJ(W) is an epimorphism. 
Proof: The only point to ascertain is that if f(fP(x), qJ(y)) E V then 
f(x, y) E W. Since W is a canonical local group, f(x, y) converges., and 
therefore fPf(x, y) = f(fP(X), qJ(y)). Hence f(x, y) E qJ-1( V) = W. 
In particular 
(**) if M-+ Lis a monomorphism, then W-+ Vis an isomorphism 
(in the sense of abstract local groups) for any canonical local 
group W. 
Suppose now in addition that L is enlargible,. which means tp.at some 
analytic local group V' in .. L is a local subgroup of an abstract group. 
fP being continuous, there is a sufficiently small analytic local group W 
on M with qJ(W)= V C V'. V' being. enlargible, V is automatically 
enlariible. By (**) W is iso~orphic with V, hence: 
(***) Let M-+ L be a monomorphism of metric Lie algebras. If L 
is enlargible then M is enlargible. 
Let now £ : 0 -+ N C M _!E._,. L -+ 0 be a central exte~sion~ For any 
canonical local group W C M, U = W + N is a canonical local , group. ·and, 
by (*), U _!E.+ V =qJ(W) is an epimorphism. Since fP is. an epimorphism it 
is well kriown that fP is an open map ([8], [9])~ Hence :if W is a sUfficiently 
small analytic local group, V = (p( W) Will be an analytic local group. 
Therefore we shall assume that both U = W + N and V are analytic lo~al 
groups. We claim: · . 
(****) Any open local subgroup W' of U contains~ rectangular ~ocal 
subgroup X with X n N open relative N. 
Proof: We may as well suppose that W' is an open ball .of radius 
315(~>0). Determine n>O, n<.~ such that lif(x,y)ll<:~ •. if x,y are,in the 
open ball B of radius 'YJ· Put Y =qJ(B). T~en Y is open sin'ce fP is qpen. 
Choose for, any y E Y a 1p(y) E B such that tp(O) = 0, ~(- y) 7 - ~(y), .and 
1) The homomorphisms within the category of metric Lie algebras are of co:urse 
always assumed to be continuous. 
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qnp(y) =y. Then z(y1, Y2) = f('tfl(Yl), 'tfl(Y2)) -'tfl(Y1Y2) EN and iiz(yb Y2il < 2~, 
Yb Y2, Y1Y2 E Y. 
Take Z={x;xEN, llxll<2~}, and X='tfl(Y)+Z. Then 'tfl(Yl)'tfl(Y2)EX 
whenever y1, y2, Y1Y2 E Y; 'tfl : Y-+ X is a cross-section; X n N =Z, and 
since Z is convex open in N, N is monodrome relative Z; llxll=li'tfl(Y)+ 
+ zii < 17 + 2c5 < M. Hence X with its canonical local group structure is 
therefore a rectangular local subgroup in W'. 
4. Enlargibility of Lie algebras. Let 2 : 0 -+ N C M ~ L -+ 0 be a 
central extension. If V is a sufficiently small analytic local group ,on L, 
then (see preceding section) U =tp-1(V) is an analytic local group in M 
and 2' : 0 -+ N C U ~ V -+ 1 is a central local group extension. 
Suppose that L is enlargible, e.g. that V is contained in an· abstract 
group G = V00 • It is no loss of generality to assume V to be connected 
(e.g. convex). The topology in V turns G into a connected topological 
group, and we may as well assume G to be simply connected. With the 
extension 2' is then associated the period group Per (2'). As we have 
seen Per (2') does not change if we restrict 2' to an open local subgroup 
of V. Hence Per (2') is determined only by the Lie algebra extension 2, 
and therefore we write Per (2) instead. 
Theorem. Let 2 : 0 -+ N C M ~ L -+ 0 be a central extension in 
the category of metric Lie algebras. Suppose that L is enlargible .. Then M 
is enlargible if and only if Per (2) is a discrete additive subgroup of the 
Banach space N. 
Proof: Sufficiency: Let 2': 0-+ N C U ~ V-+ 1 be a local group 
extension associated with 2, and with both U and V analytic local groups. 
Viewed as an abstract local group extension over V, we know by proposition 
1.2 that the quotient extension 2" = 2' JPer (2) : 0 -+ N JPer (2) C U J 
Per(2)-+ V -+1, (Per(2')=Per(2) !), is enlargible from some open local 
subgroup of V. Hence we may suppose as well that£" is enlargible from 
V, or that UJPer (2) is contained in a group. However Per (2) is discrete, 
and therefore UJPer (2) contains up to isomorphism some analytic local 
group W of M. W is then automatically enlargible, i.e. M is enlargible. 
Necessity: Suppose that M is enlargible. Then in 2' : 0-+ N C U ~ V -+1 
there is an analytic local subgroup W C U which is enlargible. By (****) 
of § 3 W contains a rectangular local subgroup X with X n N =Z open 
relative N. X being enlargible, Z n Per (2') =Z n Per (2) = (0) according 
to proposition 2.1. Hence Per (2) is discrete. 
With any metric Lie algebra M there is naturally associated a central 
extension as follows. Let N be the (total) centre of M. L=MJN is an 
abstract Lie algebra. We metrize it in the obvious way by llx+NII= 
inf!lyll, y E x+N. In this metric LJN is complete and again a metric 
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Lie algebra, while M -+L is an epimorphism. (The same holds if N is 
an arbitrary (closed ! ) ideal.) 
The adjoint representation "ad" maps M homomorphically into the 
enlargible metric Lie algebra E(M) of bounded linear operators on M. 
Define cp : L -+ E(M), by cp(x + N) =ad x. Then cp is a monomorphism. 
Hence, by (***) of§ 3, Lis enlargible. Therefore to the central extension 
0 -+ N C M -+ L -+ 0 is attached its period group which we denote by 
Per (M), since it is entirely determined by M. As a consequence of the 
theorem we :find a theoretical 
Enlargibility criterion. The metric Lie algebra M is enlargible if and 
only if Per (M) is a discrete additive subgroup of the centre of M. 
The theorem points also a way to manufacture non-enlargible Lie 
algebras. 
Suppose that £ : 0 -+ N C M ~ L -+ 0 is a central extension over 
an enlargible L with Per (£)#0. If Per(£) is non-discrete, then M is 
non-enlargible by the theorem. If Per(£) is discrete we proceed to 
construct an extension with a non-discrete period group as follows: 
Let£+£ be the doubled extension, i.e. 0-+N + NCM + M -+L + L-+0, 
all metrics being defined in an obvious way. L +Lis of course enlargible 
and Per(£+£)=Per(£)+Per(£)CN+N. Take N'={(x,V2x);xeN}C 
C N + N. Factor £ + £ by N' and call the quotient map cp, i.e. cp(£ + £) 
is the extension 0-+ N + NfN' C M + MfN'-+ L + L-+ 0 (with the 
obvious metrics). By the remarks of§ I, Percf>(£ + £)=cp(Per (£ + £))= 
= cf>(Per (£) + Per(£)). Since V2 is irrational, cp(Per (£) + Per(£)) is non-
discrete in cf>(N + N). Consequently M +MfN' is a non-enlargible metric 
Lie algebra. 
5. Per(£) and differential forms. This section contains some pre-
liminary observations to be used in § 6. 
Let £ : 0 -+ N C M ~ L -+ 0 be a central extension with a one 
dimensional N. Then M ...!!!.-+ L admits a continuous linear cross-section 
L~M. Put T{x, y)= [tp{x), tp(y)]-tp([x, y]), x,yeL. Then Tis a bounded 
N-valued 2-cocycle which means that (i) jT(x, y)l <AIIxllllYII for some 
constant A; (ii) T{x, y)= -T(y, x), T([x, y], z)+T([y, z], x)+T([z, x], y)=O. 
Conversely any bounded N-valued 2-cocycle T determines an extension 
of L by N. 
Suppose now that some analytic local group V in L is contained in a 
connected and simply connected G. Take V to be sufficiently small so 
that cp-l(V)= U is an analytic local group in M (openess of cp !). In the 
extension £' : 0-+ N CU...!!!.-+ V-+ I, the cross-section 1p: V-+ U gives 
rise to a local N-valued inhomogeneous 2-cocycle f(x, y)=tp(x) tp(y)-
-tp(xy), x, y, xy E V. f determines an equivariant cocycle F on Fv (see 
§ I, and [6] § 5) by F(xo, x1. x2) = j(x0 1x1. X:l1X2), x,- 1x1 E V, i<j. In 
particular F(I, x1, x2)=/(x1, X:L 1x2)=tp{x1) tp{x:L1x2)-tp(x2)· By the Camp-
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bell-Hausdorff series one obtains 
(*) F(l, x1, x2)=!r(x1, xs)+higher order terms. 
This connection between F and T permits under certain circumstances 
to decide whether or not Per (2) * (0). The procedure rests on a simple 
fact explained in 5.1; the discussion will be resumed in 5.2. 
5.1. The discussion in this section is heuristic in nature. Precise 
definitions and proofs are given in appendix I. 
Let M be a (finite dimensional) coo manifold, paracompact and Haus-
dorff. 
Let F be a real valued coo function defined on some neighbourhood of 
the diagonal Din Mn+l. For convenience we assume for a moment that 
FID=O. Let xo, ... , x11 be an (n+ I)-tuple on M and suppose that x1, ... , x11 
lie "very close" to Xo. The ordered pairs XoXt are "practically" tangent-
vectors at Xo, and thus F defines for any xo EM a function (F) on the 
n-tuples of tangentvectors at xo. Applying the alternation operator to 
(F), it becomes an alternating function whose "main part" rF is n-linear 
because of the differentiability of F. 
rF is thus a differential form of degree n on M and is called the residue 
of F. From the construction it is clear that two functions F that coincide 
on some neighbourhood of D have the same residue. And we have 
Proposition 5.1.1. F-+ rF establishes an isomorphism of the 
Kolmogorov-Alexander-Spanier cohomology of M with the de Rham 
cohomology. 
5.2. Since Vis an open subset of a Banach space, the various notions of 
differentiability for maps from open subsets of a finite dimensional 
euclidean space into V are well defined. 
Let now M be a coo manifold. A continuous map p, : M -+ G is said 
to be C00 , if for any p EM the map vp : q-+ p,(p)-1 p,(q) defines in a suffi-
ciently small neighbourhood of p a map into V which is infinitely dif-
ferentiable at p. 
For such a coo map p, we define the coo function p,* F on a suitable 
neighbourhood of the diagonal in M3 by 
p,* F(po, p1, ps) = F(p,(po), p,(p1), p,(ps)). 
Further for any pair of tangentvectors X1, Xs at p we define 
p,*r(X1, X2) = r(vp(X1), vp(X2)) 
(since vp is coo at p, vp(X) is a well defined vector of L for any tangent-
vector X at p). 
From the relation (*) between F and r it follows immediately that 
p,*r is the residue of p,* F in the sense of § 5.1. 
F being a cocycle on Fv, p,* F determines a Kolmogorov-Alexander-
Spanier cocycle on M. H F is a coboundary on some Fw (W being an 
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open local subgroup of V) the t-t* F is a K.-A.-8.-coboundary. Combining 
proposition 5.1.1 with the above remarks we obtain a 
Non-vanishing test: Let f-l : M ~ G be a 0 00 map. Suppose that t-t*-r 
has some non-vanishing period on M. Then the ordinary Vietoris cohomology 
class y(2') is non-zero, i.e. Per(£) =1= (0). 
6. An example. By the remarks at the end of § 4, a non-enlargible 
Lie algebra can be constructed from any central extension 2 : 0 ~ N C 
C M ~ L ~ 0, L enlargible, Per (2) =1= (0). Such an example will be 
described in § 6.2. In view of its simplicity, it might have been guessed 
right away. However, we obtained it in a clumsier fashion from the 
heuristic Fourier analysis sketched in § 6.1. 
6.1. The simplest type of 2 we could look for is an 2 with dim N = 1. 
By the preceding § this would amount to finding a closed left invariant 
differential 2-form -r with non-vanishing periods on some simply con-
nected analytic group G 1 ). 
A candidate for G is .Q(Q) - the loop group 2) of the group Q of unit 
quaternions. Q acts on itself by the adjoint representation ad, and thus 
acts naturally on .Q(Q) as a compact connected transformation group. 
Applying the averaging procedure, with respect to ad Q, to a left invariant 
closed 2-form -ron .Q(Q), the result is again a left invariant closed 2-form 
with the same periods and invariant under ad Q. Therefore we assume 
that -r has this additional property. Hence -r as a 2-form on L(.Q(Q)) = 
=D(L(Q))=.Q(O) (where L denotes the Lie algebra functor, and O=L(Q)) 
has the following properties 
(1) -r([A1, A2], Aa)+-r([A2, Aa], A1)+-r([Aa, At], A2)=0 
(2) -r( [ x, At], A2) + -r(Ar, [x, A2]) = 0 
At E .Q(O)a), x E 0, [Ar, A2](t) = [A1(t), A2(t) ], [ x, A](t) = [x, A(t) ]. 
· (1), (2) show immediately that -r extends to a cocycle, which we continue 
to denote by -r, on the semi-direct sum 6=0+.Q(O), 0 acting by ad 
on .Q(O), and such that 
(3) -r(x, ,;)=0, X E 0,,; E 6 
(4) -r([x, ,;1], ,;2)+r(,;1, [x, ,;2])=0 
( 5) -r( [,;1, ,;2], ,;3) + -r([,;2, ,;a], ,;1) + -r( [,;a, ,;1], ,;2) = 0 ( cocycle condition). 
Of course we may as well extend -r to a complex valued form on the 
complexification 6c of 6, such that (3), (4), (5) remain valid. 
6 is the Lie algebra of all loops in 0 (not necessarily based at 0), there-
1) The argwnents of this section being entirely heuristic, we carry over 
uncritically the language and standard argun1ents from the theory of finite 
dimensional manifolds to the infinite dimensional case. 
2) loops based at 1. 
B) loops based at 0. 
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fore 6=P ® 0, 6c=Pc ® 0, where P, Pc are the rings of continuous 
real valued, complex valued, periodic functions on [0, l ]. 
00 
Let T C P c be the subring of elements ! <Xn en, <Xn real, <Xn = 0 for 
n=-oo 
almost every n, e(t) =e2nit. 1: induces a 2-cocycle on the Lie algebra T ® 0, 
which decomposesps a linear space into the subspaces en ® 0. Denote 
Cn Q9 X by Xn(n=O, ± l, ± 2, ... ); in particular X=Xo and notice that 
[xn, Ym]= [x, Y]n+m·. 
Define Tk,z(x, y) = o(Xk, yz). Because of ( 4), Tk,l is a bilinear form on 0, 
which is invariant relative ad 0. Hence 'tk,z(x, y) = e(k, l)(x, y), where 
(x, y) is the Killing-Cartan inner product in 0, and e(k, l) a complex 
constant. From (3) and (5) we find 
(6) e(O, k) = o 
(7) e(k+l, m)+e(l+m, k)+e(m+k, l)=O. 
In appendix II it will be shown that the only solution of (6) and (7) is 
(8) e(k, l) = 0, k + l =1= 0, e(n, - n) = neo, where eo is an arbitrary complex 
constant. 
Conversely any e(k, l) satisfying (8) determines a cocycle on T ® 0. 
Putting cosn=t(en+e-n), sinn= -!i(en-e-n), n )> 0, we find 
(9) 
't(COSn Q9 X, COSm Q9 y) = 0 
't(cosn ® x, sinm ® y) = 0, n =I= m 
T(cosn ® x, sinn ® y) = c:xn(x, y), <X=+ !ieo 
7:(cosn ® x, sinn ® y) = nn(x, y) if <X = n 
T(sinn ® x, sinm ® y) = 0. · 
Since on 6 = P ® 0, .7: should be real valued, <X must be real. Since we 
may dispose freely of c:x: we take <X= n. 
From (9) jt is evident, that if we equip .Q(O) with the topology of 
uniform convergence, then 1: is unbounded on .Q(O). 
However taking a closer look at (9) and observing that g cosn(cosm)' = 0, 
H cosn(sinm)' = 0, n =I= m, g cosn(sinn)' = nn, g sinn(sinn)' = 0, we come to 
realize that the proper domain of 't should be the Lie algebra .Ql(O) of 
continuously differentiable loops in 0 and that 't(Ab A2) = g ().1(t), ).' 2(t)) dt. 
6.2. Let Q be the group of quaternions of unit length.· The Lie algebra 
0 of Q can be thought of as the space of quaternions with vanishing real 
part and bracket operation [ X1, x2] = x1x2 - x2x1. By ( ... , ... ) imd [ ... [ 
we denote the canonical inner product in the field of quatetnions and the 
norm derived from it.; Then we have in 0, I [x1; x2JI < 2jxii[x21· 
Let .Q1(0) be the Lie algebra of continuously differentiable loops in 
0 based at 0, the b.racket being defined by [).b ).2](t) =[).1(t), A2(t)]. 
Metrize .Q1(0) by IIAII=max [).(t)l +max j).'(t)J. Then .Ql(O) is complete 
and II[AI, A2]1i < 2 IIAIIIIIA211, i.e . .Q1(0) is a metric Lie algebra. As such it 
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is the Lie algebra ofthe analytic group .QI(Q) of continuously differentiable 
loops .A. on Q topologized by the topology of uniform convergence in .A. 
and .A.' simultaneously. Define for AI, A2 E .QI(O) 
1 
1:(.A.~, .A.2) = J (.A.I(t), A2'(t))dt. 
0 
Obviously 7: is bilinear and jT(AI. .A.2)I <II.A.IIIII.A.2II· Integrating by parts 
shows that 1: is alternating. Using this fact and the identity([x~, x2], xa)+ 
+(x2, [xi, xa])=O we find 7:([.A.I, A2], .A.a)+T([A2, As], AI)+7:([As, AI), .A.2)=0. 
Hence 1: is a bounded 2-cocycle on .QI(O) and determines therefore a 
central extension £ : 0 ---+ R C M -+ .QI(O) ---+ 0, where R is the Lie 
algebra of the additive group of reals. 
In order to show that Per(£)# 0, we construct a 0 00 map p.: 82-+ .QI(Q), 
such that p.*1: has a non-vanishing period on 82 (cf. § 5). 
Let 82 be the unit sphere in 0 and define for x E 82, p.(x) E .QI(Q) by 
p.(x)(t)=e2"'"'1=cos 2nt+xsin 2nt. p. is a 0 00 map 82---+ .QI(Q). 
For any p E82 define vp(x)=p.(p)-I p.(x), x sufficiently close top. We 
have to compute p.*T(qi, q2) =7:(vp(qi), vp(q2)) for any pair qi, q2 of tangent-
vectors at p. 
From p.(p )-I p.(p + qds)(t) = (cos 2nt-psin 2nt)( cos 2nt + (p + qds )sin 2nt) = 
= 1 +qds sin 2nt cos 2nt-pqds sin2 2nt, where ds is a scalar differential, 
we find vp(q)(t) = !(q sin 4nt-pq (1-cos 4nt)), 
a result that could also have been obtained by applying a formula of 
F. Schur. Since (p, q) = 0 and !PI= 1, we have that pq E 0, (pq, q) = 0, 
jpql=lql, and vp(q) is twice the circle based at 0, whose centre is -!pq 
and whose tangentvector at t = 0 is 2nq. 
Observing that (pqi,q2) + (qi,pq2) = 0, and (pq~,q2) =determinant (p,qi,q2) 
we get by an elementary calculation p.*T(qi, q2) = n (vp(qi)(t), Vp(q2)(t))dt= 
=n (p, q~, q2). Hence p.*1: has non-vanishing periods on 82, and therefore 
£ : 0 ---+ R C M ---+ .QI(O) ---+ 0 has non-vanishing period group. 
Remarks. (1) The same construction applies to the loop group of 
a compact semi-simple connected and simply connected Lie group. 
(2) In the above example Per(£) is infinite cyclic (p. being twice a 
generator of n2(.QI(Q)), and£ determines a global extension 0---+ 8I C H---+ 
-+ .QI(Q)---+ 1, where H is an analytic group with :rti(H) =n2(H) = 0, 8I is 
the circle group. Has a fibre bundle over .QI(Q) is the fundamental principal 
8Lbundle which kills the second homotopy group of .QI(Q). Replacing . 
.QI(Q) by D(Q)-the group of continuous loops, the heuristic results of 
6.1 suggest that no topological group structure in the space X of the 
fundamental principal 8Lbundle over D(Q) exists, for which the fibre 
projection is a homomorphism. There do exist however on X, H-space 
structures (all of them homotopically equivalent) which project homo-
morphically onto the group structure in D(Q). 
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(3) In a simply connected finite dimensional Lie group K, any con-
nected normal Lie subgroup T is (i) closed and (ii) simply connected. 
This proposition rests heavily on the property (0) : The second homotopy 
group of a (finite dimensional) Lie group vanishes. 
Indeed (i) is equivalent with the enlargibility of the Lie algebra 
L(K)fL(T) which follows from (0), and (ii) follows from :n:2(KfT) = 0 
(property (0)) and the assumption n1(K)=O. 
In the infinite dimensional case S1 C H (see remark (2)) is a counter 
example to (ii). Any non closed one parameter subgroup T C SIx SIC 
C H x H =K is a counter example to (i). 
Appendix I. 
We retain the notations of § 5.1 save that F may be any 0"" function 
defined on some neighbourhood W of the diagonal DC Mn+l. Further 
Ll will denote the diagonal map M ~ Mn+I. We omit sub- or superscripts 
n in the notation Ll and D. 
Choosing from the various definitions of the concept of differential 
orm we take a convenient one for our purposes viz. : A differential from 
w of degree n on M is an n-linear alternating map from the vectorspace 
of 0"" tangent fields on M to the vectorspace of 0"" functions on M and 
such that w(X~, ... , Xn)(x)=O if one of the tangent fields Xt is zero at 
x 1). A differential form of degree 0 being simply a 0"" function on M. 
For any 0"" function I on M, XI denotes the derivative of I with respect 
to X. For any n-form w, the (n+ l)-form dw is defined by 
dw(X1, ... , Xn+l) = 1 (- )Hl Xtw(Xt, ... , Xt, ... , Xn) + 
+ 1 (- )i+j+l ([Xt, Xj], xl, ... , Xt, ... , xj, ... Xn). 
i<i 
For the function F we define ClJ(X)F as the derivative in the j-th variable 
with respect to X. Further we define the differential form -r: F by 
-r:F(X~, ... , Xn) = (1 sgn (i1, ... ,in) CI1(Xi1) ••• Cln(Xin)F)LI, or -r:F(X1, ... 
... , Xn) (x) = (1 sgn (i1, ... , in) Cli(Xt1) ••• Cln(Xin)F) (x, ... , x). From the 
chain rule for differentiation we find 
(l) Y((CI1(X1) ... CI(Xn)F)LI)= 
(Cio(Y) CI1(X1) ... Cln(Xn)F+ 1 CI1(X1) ... Clt(Y) Clt(Xt) ... Cln(Xn)F)LI. 
Further define Ft as a function defined in an open neighbourhood of the 
diagonal in Mn+2 by Ft(Xo, ... , Xn+I)=F(xo, ... , ~i, .•. , Xn+I)· 
Note that 
(2) FtLI=FLI. 
Define ~F = 1 (- )iFt. 
Since Ft is independent of Xi, CI1(X1) ... Cln+I(Xn+l)Ft = 0, i > l. Hence 
Cl1(X1) ... Cln+I(Xn+l) (~F) = CI1(X1) ... Cln+l(Xn+l)Fo = (Cio(Xl) ... Cln(Xn+l)F)o, 
1) Tangent fields will be denoted by X, Y, Z. 
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and therefore by (2) and (I) 
(3} (i'h(X1) ... on+l(Xn+l) (t5F))L1 = X1((o1(X2) ... on(Xn+l)F)L1)-
:L (o1(X2) ... Oi(Xl) ()i(Xi+l) ... ()n(Xn+l)F)L1. 
Applying the alternation operator to (3) we get r( CJF) = d(1:F). Now it 
follows from the basic theorems on fine sheaves that F-+ rF establishes 
an isomorphism of the Kolmogorov-Alexander-Spanier cohomology with 
the de Rham cohomology. 
Remark. A different connection between a subcomplex of the 
K-A-S complex and the complex of differential forms has been described 
by G. PAPY [10]. The homomorphism described by Papy converts cup 
products into exterior products, which is not the case for the homo-
morphism F-+ 1:F. 
Appendix II. 
Let e be a complex valued function on the set of pairs of integers such 
that 
(i) e(O, a)= 0 for any a 
(ii) e(a+b, c)+e(b+c, a)+e(c+a, b)=O. 
We want to prove that 
(*) e(a, b)=O, a+b#O; e(a, -a)=aeo where eo is a complex constant. 
Putting b=c==O in (ii) we find using (i) that e(a, 0)=0 for any a. 
Define for any integer n the function IJn on the set of integers by 
!Jn(x)=e(n-x, x). 
From e(n, O)=e(O, n)=O it follows that 
(**) IJn(O)=IJn(n)=O. 
Further (ii) takes the form 
(ii)' IJn(a)+gn(b)+IJn(c)=O a+b+c=n. 
Taking c = 0 and considering ( * *) we find 
(***) !Jn(a)= -gn(n-a). 
In general however c=n-a-b and inserting this in (ii)' we find by (***) 
that IJn(a)+IJn(b)=IJn(a+b) or that fin is an additive function. Hence 
gn(a)=a!Jn(l). From (**) it follows then immediately that IJn=O for 
n#O. Putting finally IJo(l)=eo we have thus established (*) .. 
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